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FARMING SYSTEMS AND NATURAL RESOURCE SURVEY - TETE 1994 

SUMMARY 

The Agricultural Recovery Program (ARP) in Tete Province conducted a survey of 209 smallholder families
in 8 districts during the dry season of 1994. The survey was designed to provide descriptive information about
the families, their farming activities and their surrounding environment. The following is a summary of the 
picture that emerged. 

Social Structure 

The typical family was non-portuguese speaking and consisted of a man and woman with 3 or 4 small children;
adolescents were not common. Male head of households were the most common interviewees (73%). Eight
out of ten families had arrived at their present home after the October 1992 signing of the Rome Peace Accord. 
The families did not plan to move again with few exceptions. Most families were totally occupied on the farm
with three or more people working the land; however, a few families did have at least one member working
outside the farm. At the time of the survey (June 1994) the families were only just surviving from one harvest 
to the next with most having grain reserves for up to three months. This is not surprising for a population that 
has largely arrived from refugee camps in Malawi and Zimbabwe in the past two years. 

Land Use 

A farm consisted of 1 or 2 plots that were cultivated with a total area of between one and two hectares. Eight
out of ten families had intentions of increasing the size of their farm. They listed lack of seeds and tools as
major constraints, while lack of time and labor were also mentioned. Land availability was not considered aproblem. Labor was supplied by the family. A limited number of families hired additional labor and very few
shared labor with other families. A tradition of animal traction exists in certain districts and interest is high,
but little animal traction is presently used. Apparently, the lack of animals and animal traction equipment are
the main impediments. While crop rotation and fallows were used to some extent, continuous planting was the 
most common form of land use. 

Cropping Systems 

Crops of major importance varied from district to district. Both men and women seem to be involved in
deciding what crops to plant. Maize, cowpeas and groundnuts were always included in farming systems, as 
were dry beans in the districts of higher elevation. Sorghum and millet were important in regions with low and
variable rainfall. Other crops of interest included pigeon pea, okra, squash and rice. Crop planting is initiated
in October and all planting is finished by the end of January even if a second planting was needed. A common 
row width used for all crops except millet and ground nuts was 0.9m- 1.0m. Within row spacing tended to be
0.8m - 0.9m with 2 to 4 plants per station for most crops but up to 10 plants per station for millet and sorghum.
Cereal crops were thinned after emergence. Mixed cropping with maize was common with a number of crops
including cowpeas, dry beans, pigeon peas, groundnuts, okra and squash. 

Overall, 3 out of 4 families grew vegetables during the dry season. Seed beds were prepared in March and 
April ensuring plants fo'r transplanting as soon as main season crops were harvested. Although many farmers 
said that they had a shortage of vegetable seed 'he most popular winter crops were onion, tomato, kale and
chinese cabbage. Squash, dry beans and chillies were also of interest. Additionally, some families grew
carrots, green beans, sweet peppers, maize and sweet potato. The major problems affecting crop production 
were stated to be drought, stalk-borer and crop diseases; however, poor soils, grasshoppers, labor shortages 
and weeds were also mentioned. 
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The most common fruit tree on the farms was mango and second most common was banana. Intervieweesexpressed a desire for mango, orange, papaya, and banana plants. No strong preference was indicated between 
these crops. 

For farming advice the most common source was the local Department of Agriculture extensionist and farmerswere keen to receive training on various issues of crop management. The Department of Agriculture was alsoseen as a source of agricultural inputs such as seed and tools and the most popular form of assistance required
was help with land preparation both by tractor and through animal traction. 

Seeds 

Four out of five families interviewed had received Ag-Paks. The plant growth of the Ag-Pak varieties wasjudged to be acceptable by 80 to 90 percent of the recipients depending on the crop. The majority ofinterviewees thought the amount of seed contained in an Ag-Pak was adequate. There was great interest in riceseed which was not, included in the Ag-Pak. Most farmers also plant local seed of maize, cowpeas and squash.This seed was usually saved from the previous season or given to the family by somebody else. Some refugeeshad brought maize seed with them when they returned to Mozambique but little seed of other crops. The mostpopular reasons for preferring a particular Ag-Pak variety were good germination, short growing season andyield. This demonstrated a general appreciation of the short growing season of most improved varieties. Seedswapping was not a common activity and when asked, most respondents would prefer to give the minimumamount of their own stock in exchange. Seed storage was a perceived problem particularly with cowpeas,
maize and sorghum. The main problems were rodent and insect damage. 

Hand tools 

Hand tools were a significant consideration for returnees, most interviewees had received tools from WorldVision on their return. Refugees generally brought with them one each of hoes, machetes, axes and sickles but
required one more of each item. 

Animal Production 

Large domestic animals were owned by a small portion of the population. The kinds of animals reported weremost commonly chickens, followed by goats and pigs. One in two people reported owning chickens, while less
than one in seven reported owning goats. pigs or ducks. 
 Except for chickens and ducks, animal ownership wasabout 25 % of pre-war numbers. The animals considered most important tended to vary from district to district,
although chickens were important in all districts and goats followed 
 closely in importance. The estimatedimportance of cattle and pigs varied with the district bu', although farmers still had far less stock tow than prior
to the war, populations 
 in the northern districts seemed to be recovering faster. Chickens and pigs werecommonly used to consume cereal waste. Disease, especially in chickens, was considered the major limiting
factor. Dip tanks were considered important for cattle production, however there 
 are few if any presentlyoperating in the province. Animals were considered important as a food source and as a source of cash income.Overall there was little indication of veterinary services available, but there was a perceived demand for this 
service. 

Natural Resources 

A portion of the questidnaire dealt with natural resources. Firewood supply was not considered a problem,but collection was time consuming. A few respondents in Changara and Mutarara felt that commercial timberresources existed in their district. The same notion held for fishing resources even though few people actuallyfished. Most people preferred nets or hooks for fishing, not fish traps. Wild animal damage to crops was a 
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INTRODUCTION 

Following the ARP distribution of improved seeds and essential hand tools to hundreds of thousands of refugeesand dislocated families in central Mozambique over the past few years, thousands of hectares of land have beenput to cultivation and the rural communities are once again re-establishing their traditional farming systems.As the ARP enters a transition in providing more developmental support for the rehabilitation of the agriculturalsector, a broader and deeper understanding of these traditional systems and the resource base from which therural community can draw are essential to any further development of a community level extension and
agricultural support program.

With the opening up of some of the more remote Renamo controlled areas which for years have been isolated
from modern agricultural influences, there is now a rare opportunity to study the survival mechanisms which
these communities have been using to compare them with systems which are now 
being implemented by the 
returees. 

A farming systems and natural resource survey was carried out in the priority districts in Tete province in whichthe ARP is working, by a team of WV technicians, targeting both beneficiaries of the past Ag-Pak and Veg-Pakdistributions as well as a representative sample of farmers who for various reasons did not receive material 
support. 

OBJECTIVES 

The survey wat designed to provide descriptive information about the families, their farming activitits and theirsurrounding environment. The survey concentrated on the following issues: -

I) Human resources.
 
2) Land resources.
 
3) Agricultural implement resources.
 
4) Seed and plant resources.
 
5) Livestock resources.
 
6) Wildlife, forestry and fishery 
resources.
 
7) Integrated farming systems.
 
8) Storage of agricultural produce.

9) Identification of the limiting factors in agricultural production.

10) Environmental threats.
 
10) Marketing and value added activities related to agricultural production.
11) Needs and expectations of the farming community regarding extension and other support from the

Department of Agriculture or NGO's.
 
12) Small scale community initiated developmental potential.
 

METHODOLOGY :-


A) TheQuestionnaire 

The questionnaire underwent a number of modifications as a consequence of extensive testing in the districtsand the desire to use this opportunity to incorporate the requirements of other interested parties.
The final survey consisted of 107 questions, as follows; 

Questions 1-7: identification details. 
Questions 8-12: family details 
Questions 13-14: arrival ind planned departure dates 
Questions 15-22: farms and human resources. 
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Questions 23-24: farm inputs/produce.
 
Questions 25-41: se~ed and production constraints.
 
Questions 42-47: cultural practices.
 
Questions 48-50: hand tools.
 
Questions 51-53: fruit trees.
 
Questions 54-56: firewood.
 
Questions 57-61: fishing.
 
Questions 62-66: assistance required.
 
Questions 67-75: area of land, plant spacing and cultural practices.
 
Questions 76-96: livestock.
 
Questions 97-100: horticultural crops.
 
Questions 101-107: wildlife.
 

The questionnaire was prepared in Portuguese.
 

B)Selection of Survey Districts and Villages,
 

As it had been noted that in any specific area the population tends to utilize the same type of farming system
 
itwas decided that the survey would cover the 3 main agro-ecological zones in Tete Province and concentrate
 
on those villages in which the ARP are carrying out their extension activities.
 

C) Sample Size and Selection of Individual Samples
 

Originally the aim was to interview at least 160 contact families throughout the province sampling 20 contact
 
farmer families in 8 administrative posts in the 5 districts in which the ARP contact family network was
 
working.
 

Using this network, families in each district who had been participating in ARP activities were identified by the
 
resident technician and up to 20 per administrative area interviewed by the team.
 

The opportunity was taken to expand the coverage of the survey by including an additional 3 administrative
 
posts which had to be visited by the ARP team on other business.
 

In 4 districts the team interviewed one more family than required, in 2 districts 1 less than required and in 2
 
districts logistical problems resulted in only 10 and 16 families being interviewed.
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A total of 209 contact families were interviewed 
DISTRICT No ADMIN INTERVIEWS 

POSTS 

ANGONIA 2 41 

CHANGARA I 19 

CHIFUNDE 1 21 

CHIUTA 1 11 

MACANGA 2 41 

MARAVIA 1 16 

MUTARARA 1 19 

TSANGANO 2 41 

TOTAL 11 209 

D) Training of Supervisors and Interviewers
 

One supervisor and 3 interviewers who had previously worked on other ARP surveys were used. The extension
 
supervisor who had undergone training in Zambezia Province carried out practical training sessions in the field.
 

E) Conduct of Interviews
 

The interviews were conducted in the months of February to April 1994.
 

Surveys were conducted either in Portuguese or in local languages.

Due to the length of the questionnaire it was found that only 2 or 3 interviews could be done per interviewer
 
per day. Interviews were conducted both at the home of the interviewee and in their fields.
 
The measurements of land, size and spacings were all done by the ARP interviewer.
 

The supervisor was responsible for reviewing each questionnaire immediately after completion and providing

individual feedback to each interviewer. Any queries were clarified, where possible, by the interviewer or, if
 
not pcssible, b; returning to the interviewee.
 

F) Data Analysis
 

The questionnaire and data were entered and analyzed using the Epidemiology Info 5.0 computer program.
 
Data was analyzed by district.
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RESULTS 

To facilitate discussion of the results of the survey, the responses to the various questions have been addressed
under different subject areas or using the question asked. 

Where responses a-e similar the results are expressed as a frequency the province. However, in areasacross

where the response differed between districts or by sex, individual results are indicated
 

As the questionnaire was added to at various stages not all questions were answered by all interviewees.
 

Only questions with a significant response are detailed below.
 

IDENTIFICATION DETAILS: 1-7 

Q) Lan goue 

Of the 37 who responded only 2 could speak any Portuguese. 

7) Sex of interviewees 

151 men and 57 women heads of households. 

FA.MILY DETAILS : 8-12 

8-12) Number ofpeople in family 

Most families had between 3 and 9 members with a mean of 6.1. varying between 5.3 in Macanga and 7.3 in
Mutarara. 

79% of households had a single adult male, 81% of households had only one adult female, 17% of households
had both 2 or 3 adults males and females.Only 28 households had adolescents with a mean of 1.65, whilst 194 households had an average of 3.69 smaller
children. 
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No of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6person -1 7 8 9 of 
e% 208 f- .-Family 1% '- --3% 12% 12% 14% 17% 16% 13% 6 6% 208

size 208 

Adult 3% 79% 13%Adult 4% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 03 81% 0% 19314% 3%malefemale 0% 1931% 0% 1% 0% 0% 

Adoles 24% 24 % 30% 16% 3% 0% 0% 0% 3% 0 0% 37-cent 

Child 1% 16% 17% 16% 16% 15% 9% 5% 3% 1 1% 196 

Adolescents aged 12-18 Adults aged > 18
 
Children aged < 12
 

ARRIVAL AND PLANNED DEPARTURES DATES: 13-14 

13) Dateofarrival
 

Of the 136 responses, 1 had arrived in 1994, 
 103 in 1993, 17 in 1992 and 15 before 1992.
 

847 of respondents had arrived after the signing of the Oct 1992 Rome Peace Accord ending the 16 year long

civil war.
 

1A)_ Date planned to move on to another area
 

Only 3 respondents gave a date, 
 I in 1994 and 1 in 1995.
 

It would seem 
that most of families who have arrived are not planning on moving on further. 

FAR-IZDETAILS .ND HU.MAN RESOCRCES : 15-22 

5 How many plots of land do you have? 

89% of the 207 respondents had I or 2 plots, only one had as many as 5. 

Throughout the survey area most families only had I or 2 plots. 

L6L Will ou increaseyour f,:rming area?
 

83 % of the 189 respondents were planning to increase their fanning area.
 

Most families were planning on 
increasing their cultivated land next season. 
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17) What are the main constraints on increasing your cultivated area? 

ICONSTRAINTS % OF RESPONDENTS 

Lacking tools 72 

Short of seed 53 

Short of labor 28 

Short ot time 25 

Poor rains 16 

Health problems 13 

Shortage of land 4 

(208 respondents) 

It would seem that seed and tools are the main constraints at present to increasing cultivated area.Those who returned late in the year were late in preparing their land in time for the planting season. 

Very few people suffered from shortage of available land. 

18) How many people work onyour land? 

An average of 3.2 persons in each family worked on the land. 
Respondent families had an average of 2,2 adults working.
Only 20% of families had adolescents working on the farm with an average of 1.4 adolescents per family.
56% of respondent families had 
an average of 1.4 children assisting them on the land. 

Most families had at least 2 adults and I child working. Few had adolescents working on their land. 

(203 respondents) 

19) Howmany cmbers of your faily wok off the farm? 

Only 30% of the 39 respondents in Chaneara, Mutarara and Tsangano Districts had any members working offthe farm. The ones that were working were only in Changara and Mutarara. 

In Tete province few people there are few opportunities for off farm employment except in Tete City. 

20) Doyou normally employ people to work on your farm?
 

Only 17 % of 40 respondents in Changara, Mutarara and Tsangano Districts employed workers.
 

Few people as yet employ labor on their land.
 

8. 
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Do you work together with other families on your land? 

Only 5 % of 38 respondents in Changara, Mutarara and Macanga work with other families. 

It is not common for families to share labor. 

22) Swapping of produce
 

Only 15 % of 38 respondents in Changara and Mutarara swapped produce.
 

As yet most people do not have produce to swap.
 

FARM INPUrS/PRODUCE 23-24 

23) Produce sold 

CROP %OF 
IRESPONDENTS 

Maize 36 

Groundnuts 30 

Millet 25 

Cowpeas 25 

Sorghum 22 

Okra 11 

Squash 11 

Pigeon peas 3 

Dry Beans 3 

Rice 0 

(36 Respondents in Changara, Mutarara and Tsangano) 

Of those with produce to sell, maize and groundnuts were the most commonly sold crops with Changara andMutarara being the districts with the most commercialization. The question was not included in the interviewsin Angonia, Chiuta, Chifunde or Maravia. Rice is not commonly produced in Tete Province. 

24) The purchase ofagricultural inputs 

24% of 41 respondents iI Angonia, Changara, Chiuta, Mutarara and Tsangano had bought some seed but only3% of 38 respondents in Changara, Mutarara, and Tsangano had bought fertilizer. 

9.
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SEED AND PRODUCTION CONSTRAINTS : 25-41 

Ag-pak recipients 

83% of 196 respondents had received Ag-paks. 

The majority of respondents had received Ag-paks except for in Changara where 63% of the 19 respondents
said that they had not. 

26-28) The success of the A-vak seed. 

The respondents were asked if they though the Ag-pak varieties performed well, whether there was sufficient 
quantity of seed of each variety in the Ag-pak and what was lacking. 

CROP AG-PAK SEED SEED 

ACCEPTABILITY ADEQUATE LACKING 
% IN AG-PAK IN AG-PAK 

MAIZE 85 78 36 

SORGHUM 82 85 61 

MILLET 83 78 64 
DRY BEANS 95 67 62 

COWPEAS 89 85 50 
PIGEON PEAS 92 83 49 

GROUNDNUTS 90 76 46 
OKRA 93 81 40 

SQUASH 90 84 41 
RICE 88 

(161 respondents) 

The types of seed included in the Ag-paks had at least a 82% acceptability. 

The majority of respondents thought that there was enough seed in the Ag-pak with dry beans being possiblythe exception with only 67% of persons satisfied. 88% of respondents were particularly keen to have rice seedwhich to date had not been included in the Ag-Pak and also some more sorghum, millet and dry beans. 

10.
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29) What local seed did vou plant? 

CROP %PLANTED LOCAL SEED 

MAIZE 88 

COWPEAS 80 

SQUASH 75 

GROUNDNUTS 68 

OKRA 63 

PIGEON PEAS 54 

MILLET 49 

SORGHUM 46 

DRY BEANS 42 

RICE 11 

85% of 182 respondents planted local seed. Maize, cowpeas and squash being the most common local seed 
used. 

30) Where did you get your local seed? 

Only 12% of 48 respondents said that they had swapped with others, 59% of 76 had bought seed, 76% of 100
had saved seed and 66% of 92 had been given seed by others. 

The majority of people had been saving seed from previous harvests. 

1.
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1) Which seed did you brine whetn you returned? 

CROP %BROUGHT SEEDJ 

MAIZE 54 

GROUNDNUTS 41
 

COWPEAS 35 

DRY BEANS 17 

SQUASH 15 

SORGHUM 13 

MILLET 13 

OKRA 10 

PIGEON PEAS 7 

RICE 7 
(54 respondents) 

Maize, cowpeas and groundnuts were the most common seed carried back when the refugees returned. 

32) Which seed do you prefer local or the Ag-Pak? 

67% of 191 respondents said that they liked the Ag-Pak seed, 37% preferred local seed. 
8 farmers chose both the Ag-Pak and the local seed. 

3) Why doyou prefer the Ae-Pak seed? 
No of respondents 

CROP SHORT BETTER GOOD RESISTANT 
GROIN'G 
SEASON 

YIELD GERMNIINATION TO PESTS 

MAIZE 124 114 128 68 

SORGHUM 78 79 80 52 

MILLET 76 77 78 78 

COWPEAS 119 107 123 71 

DRY BEANS 82 75 82 53 

GROUNDNUTS 113 107 116 66 
h'r growing season, better yield and good germination were more important charactenstics than pest

resistance. 
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34) Why do you prefer the local seed? 

No of respondents 

CROP SHORT 
GROWING 
SEASON 

BETTER YIELD GOOD 
GERMINATION 

RESISTANT 
TO PESTS 

MAIZE 23 61 58 39 
SORGHUM 12 32 27 25 
MILLET 10 27 24 23 

COWPEAS 18 36 37 30 

DRY BEANS 10 25 24 2 

GROUNDNUTS 12 38 33 28 

Better yield and good germination were more important than short growLng season or pest resistance. 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO FARMER PREFERENCES
 
FOR AGPAK OR LOCAL SEEDS
 

NO. OF FARMERS 
14 28 
120! 
100, 

40 L20; 78 9 t 2 oil 

CROP/FACTOR 

*AOPAK ELOCAL 

S Seedexchange 

Only 34% of 38 respondents in Changara, Chiuta, Mutarara and Macanga exchange seed with neighbors. 

Seed swapping is not a common activity. 
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36) Ag-Pak seed for local seed swapping rates 

20 kg local for 10 kg Ag-Pak, 1 respondent 
15 kg local for 10 kg Ag-Pak, 0 respondents
11 kg local for 10 kg Ag-Pak, I respondent
10 kg iocal for 10 kg Ag-Pak, 16 respondents 

With tme end to the emergency situation in Mozambique the free distribution of seeds and tools will be comingto an end and the World Vision Agricultural Recovery Program has been looking at alternative ways of makingseed o, improved varieties available to farming families including the exchange of seed of improved varieties 
with regional seed. 

As expected most respondents wanted to swap improved seed for the least amount of their own seed acceptable. 

37) Basic crops in each region 

,J__ I_ _ _ _ No of- I nts -J __ _ - Ric 
DISTRICT Maize Sorghum 
 Millet Dry Cow Pigeon 
 Ground Okra Squash Rice
 _ _ J Beans Peas , eas nuts 

- -A,,con a -7 4 3 24 25 7 2E 9 1C I 

C anqara .5 16 16 1 16 1 15 16 16 0 

C 1funde 2C i11 3 19 6 21 9 10 2 

, 4 4 0 4 1 2 i 1 0 

laarga 39 9 1 6 37 20 36 1i 13 3
 

V__a__via 6 12 
 1 11 16 10 5 6 S 
M~tarara 9 
 9 19 1i 19 
 18 19 I0 

Tsanqar. 34 C 7 1 33 17 30 2 6 0 

The most important crops varied significantly between districts as summarized below 

For Angonia: Maize, dry beans, cowpeas and groundnuts.

For Changara: Maize, sorghum, millet, cowpeas, groundnuts, okra and squash.

For Chifunde: Maize, cowpeas and groundnuts and, some sorghum, millet and squash.

For Chiuta: Maize, sorghum, millet and cowpeas.

For Macanga: Maize, ccwpeas, groundnuts and pigeon pea.

For Maravia: Maize, cowpeas and groundnuts.

For Mutarara: Maize, sorghum, millet, cowpeas, groundnuts, okra, squash and some rice.

For Tsangano: Maize, dry beans, cowpeas and groundnuts.
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3..L What are the major crops using for inter-cropping with maize? 

CROP % OF RESPONDENTS 

COWPEAS 87 

GROUNDNUTS 46 

SQUASH 42 
DRY BEANS 30 

OKRA 29 

PIGEON PEAS 29 

SORGHUM 15 

MILLET 8 

RICE 0 

(208 respondents) 

The most comnon are dry beans, cowpeas, pigeon peas, groundnuts, okra and squash. 

39) What are the maiorproblems affecting production? 

The most important factors
limiting production were RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT FACTORS LIMITING PRODUCTIONdrought, crop diseases and TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS: 209 FARMERSstalk borer. Surprisingly this FARMING SYSTEMS SURM, I4 
year the interviewees did not 
cite mice/rats as a key %OF NTERV!EWEES 
problem, although previous 
surveys had identified this 70/ 57 
factor as having significantly 63 4 42 
affected crop establishment 
and production in much of 

the Zambezi Vaey in the 

j 50: 
4,0 

- 38 

1993/94 summer season. 20' I0 e 

10 

FACTOR 
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40) What are the major problems affecting storage of seed?
 

91% of 34 respondents said that mice were a major problem.
 
29% of 31 respondents stated t,.uuiutty as a problem. 
86% of 35 respondents also said that insects were a major problem.

These questions were only asked in Mutarara, Tsangano, Changara and Maravia districts.
 
Mice and insect caused the most storage damage.
 

CULTURAL PRACTICES : 42-47
 

41) Which are the seed types that you havevroblems storing?
 

Respondents in Mutarara and Changara Districts
 

PERCENTAGE OF INTERVIEWEES EXPERIENCING STORAGE PROBLEMS 
DATA GIVEN BY CROP 

FARMING SYSTEMS SURVFM 1994 

% OF INTERVIEWEES 

100", [79 7 

80
 

609
 

403
 
0 

CROP
 
NO OF FARMERS INTERVIEWED: 38
 

Cowpeas, maize and sorghum have the most storage problems. 

42) Land use/Croppin- pattern 
%of 208 respondents: 

DO CONTINUOUS 46
 

PLANTING
 

USE FALLOW 35
 

USE ROTATIONS 
 24
 

ABANDON LAND 
 14 

Continuous planting is the most common form of land use. 
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LL. How long do you continually plant maize on your land?
 

75% of 112 respondents plant between 2 and 6 years continually.
 

44) After how many years does your yield start to drop?
 

88% of 170 respondents find yield dropping after 2 to 7 years.
 

45) How long do you leave your land fallow?
 

62% of 61 respondents leave land fallow either 2 or 3 years. 

46) With what crop do you follow maize? 

CROPS %OF RESPONDENTS 

GROUNDNUTS 68 

COWPEAS 38 

SORGHUM 26 

MILLET 20 

DRY BEANS 16 

SQUASH 10 

PIGEON PEAS 8 

OKRA 6 

RICE 0 

50 respondents who practiced rotations.
 

Cowpeas and groundnuts are the most common crop planted following maize.

Inthe drier areas groundnuts are commonly mono-cropped after maize but are usually inter-cropped in the areas
 
with higher rainfall.
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47)L Who decides which crop to row and where? 

%of 38 Respondents in Mutarara and Changara 

CROP j MEN WOMEN 

MAIZE 69 31 

SORGHUM 69 31 

MILLET 70 30 

DRY BEANS 74 26 

COWPEAS 74 26 

PIGEON PEAS 64 36 

GROUNDNUTS 71 29 

OKRA 67 33 

SQUASH 71 29 

RICE 71 29 

There seems to be no specific control of crops by men or women. 

HAND TOOLS : 48-50 

48) Where did you Ret your agricultural tools? 

11 % of 55 respondents swapped with someone else,
 
61 % of 85 respondents bought tools.
 
64% of 98 respondents had already got tools.
 
54 % of 88 respondents were given tools by others.
 
98 % of 165 respondents had received tools from World Vision.
 

World Vision supplied most respondents with tools.
 

49) Ifyou are a returnee what tools did you bring with you? 

68% of 69 respondents brought an average of 1.61 hoes with them, 32% brought none.
48% of 48 respondents brought an average of 1.09 machetes with them, 52 %brought none.49% of 51 respondents brought an average of 1.28 axes with them, 51% brought none.32% of 38 respondents brought an average of 1.08 sickles with them, 68% brought none. 

Most returnee families brought one of each of the main hand tools with them when they arrived. 
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(The following questions 50-61 were onlv asked in Mutarara. Maravia and Changara) 

5QL Which tools do you not have which you need to work on the farm? 

73% of 37 respondents needed 1 hoe, 8% wanted 2-10 more, 19% didn't need any.

57% of 35 respondents needed 1 machete, 6% wanted 5-12 more, 37% didn't need any.

80% otf35 respondents needed 1 axe, 6% wanted 5-11 more, 14% didn't need any.

39% of 36 respondents needed 1 sickle, 6% 
 5-10 more, 55% didn't need any. 

Hoes, axes and machetes were needed by most respondents, sickles were less popular. 

FRUIT TREES: 51-53 

51) What type-of fruit trs do You have on vYolr farm? 

The most common types of fruit trees were mangoes (70% of 109 respondents) and bananas (61% of 96 
respondents). Only 4% of 49 respondents had orange trees. 

52) What are the mainproblems you have with fruit trees? 

Most respondents (82% of 34) stated that they had a shortage to planting material. Only 6% of 32 respondents 
had disease problems and 9% of 32 respondents had pest problems. 

53) Which fruit trees would you like to receive? 

There was a fairly uniform response to all the main types of plants offered. 
67% of 36 respondents wanted mango trees 
60% of 35 respondents wanted orange trees 
80% of 35 respondents wanted papaya plants
76% of 34 respondents wanted banana plants 
only 45 %of 33 respondents wanted guava bushes 
and only 43 %of 35 respondents wanted tangerine trees. 

FIREWOOD : 54-56 

54) Do ou suffer from a lack of firewood? 

Only 31 % of 35 respondents had a problem obtaining firewood. 

55) How many hours per day does it take you to collect firewood? 

35 Respondents took an average of 3.17 hours per day. This would seem to be a surprising amount of timeconsidering that so many families were new returnees and were still clearing the bush off their machambas and
 
would thus normally have wood easily available.
 
Certainly wood collection was a very time consuming business.
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56) ls there good commercial timber in this district? 

63 % of 16 respondents in Changara and 42% of 19 respondents in Mutarara stated that there were timber 
resources in their districts. 

FISHING : 57- 61 

57) Does this area have fishing resources? 

50% of 16 respondents in Changara and 79% of 19 respondents in Mutarara stated that their area had fishing
 
resources.
 

58)Doesyoufamilyfish?
 

Surprisingly despite 66% of 35 respondents to question 57 agreeing that there was a fishing potential in their
 
area only 52% of them actually fished.
 

59) What do you use to fish with?
 

24% of 34 respondents used nets, 23% of 35 respondents hooks and only 13% 
 of 32 respondents fish traps. 

60)Whatdo ouneedtofish? 

66% of 35 respondents needed nets and 55% cf 33 respondents hooks. 

61) Are thereshops which sell fishin euipment?
 

Only 3% of 34 respondents in Changara and Mutarara stated that there was 
a shop to buy nets and 23 %of 35respondents stated that there was a shop that sold hooks.
 

Even if persons wished to buy nets there were few places to get them.
 

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED: 62-66 

62) What type of assistance doyou need from the Department of Agriculure? 

96% of 154 respondents asked for seed. 
98% of 175 respondents asked for tools 
49% of only 35 respondents asked for advice 
and 87% of only 38 respondents asked for training. 

Few respondents asked for advice or training from the Department of Agriculture. Most believed that theDepartment was responsible for the distribution of the seed and tools which they receive. 

(Questions 63-65 were only asked in Mutarara and Changara districts) 
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63) What type of training do you need?
 

85% of 34 respondents asked for training in pest control in crops.
 
91 % of 35 respondents asked for training in crop disease control.
 
57 %of 35 respondents asked for training in maintenance of soil fertility.
 

64) If you have a problem on your farm who do you ask for advice?
 

Out of 35 respondents 57% said the local Department of Agriculture extensionist, 9% said a contact farmer,
 
6% said a member of their family, 3% said World Vision, 20% said the secretary of the village and 6% said
 
the chief of the village.
 

The respondents do resort to the extensionists of the Department of Agriculture to help them solve problems
 
on their farms.
 

65-66) What are three important things that ai agricultural project could do to assist your family?
 

(36 respondents)
 
Most important: 53 % wanted help with a tractor to plough their land,
 

19% wanted assistance with animals for animal traction or ploughs for using 
with their animals. 

Second most important: 19% wanted animals or instruments for animal traction. 1% wanted 
pumps for irrigation. 

Third most important: 17% wanted hand tools. 

The use of tractors to plough land or animal traction and implements were the most popular request. 

AREAS OF LAND, PLANT SPACING AND CULTURAL PRACTICES : 67-75 

67) What area did you cultivate this last season? 

AVERAGE FARM SZE WTHIN EIG1T OISTRICTS OF TETE PROVINCE
 
FAIWNG SSTtMS SURM, ig4
 

AVERAGE FARM SIZE (HA) 

/ 

\ '/ 

o", Mean 1.36 hectares 

DISTRICT 
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68) When do you plant each cro? 

CROP FIRST SECOND PLANTING 

PLANTING 

MAIZE OCT - DEC NOV - JAN 

SORGHUM NOV - JAN DEC - JAN 

MILLET NOV - DEC DEC - JAN 

DRY BEANS DEC 

COWPEAS OCT- DEC NOV - JAN 

GROUNDNUTS OCT NOV NOV - JAN 

(160 respondents) 

The main summer plantirg season was from October to January. 

Howmany seeds do you plant per station? 

CROP SEEDS % 

MAIZE 3 - 5 93 

SORGHUM 3 -10 76 

MILLET 1 -10 68 

DRY BEANS 3 - 5 81 

COWPEAS 2 - 4 83 

GROU NDN'TS 1 - 3 95 

PIGEON PEA 2 - 3 71 

(133 respondents) 

The remaining respondents planted a range of different numbers of seeds per station outside the range given
above. 
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70) Inter row 

CROP 

MAIZE 

SORGHUM 

MILLET 

DRY BEANS 

COWPEAS 

GROUNDNUTS 

(136 respondents) 

spacing 

Cm MWAN cm 

80- 100 52 91 

80- 100 60 96 

60- 100 71 80 

80 - 100 72 94 

90 - 100 75 101 

VARIED 63 

Inter row spacing for the main summer crops was between 80cm and 100cm,
except for groundnuts with a narrow 63cm spacing. 

71) Inter plant spacing 

CROP 

MAIZE 

SORGHUM 

MILLET 

DRY BEANS 

COWPEAS 

LGROUNDNUTS 

(92 respondents) 

cm iMEAN CM 

80- 100 

50- 100 

VARIED 

VARIED 

70 - 100 

20 - 40 

65 

71 

66 

58 

84 

85 

80 

69 

90 

37 

A wide variation of in row spacing was used. 
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Which crops do you thin out? 

CROP % OF RESPONDENTS 

MAIZE 83 

SORGHUM 66 

MILLET 59 

DRY BEANS 45 

GROUNDNUTS 
 32 

COWPEAS 26 

(108 respondents) 

Maize, sorghum and millet aure commonly thinned out. 

73) Howmany plants remain at each station after thiring out? 

CROP NU-rMBER % MEAN 

MAIZE 2 -4 93 3.18 

SORGHUM 3 -5 88 4.05 

MILLET 3 - 6 92 4.03 

DRY BEANS 2 -3 83 2.16 

COWPEAS 2 - 4 86 2.83 

GROUNDNUTS 1 -2 87 1.59 

(136 respondents) 

74towmuhmaizedo youhave at present? 

Maize 50 kg sacks ; l0V of 109 respondents had none, 72% had I to three sacks, the most in Mutarara and
Tsangano.
 

Maize 90 kg sacks ; 52% of 28 respondents had none, 
rest had I - 5 sacks, the most in Changara 

Most respondents had only enough maize stored for 1 to 3 months. 
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75 Size of storage silos 

Only 17 respondents through the 8 districts covered had full storage silos of an average of 1.8 m high and 2.2m 
in diameter. These could contain between 1 and 1.5 MT of maize each. 

LIVESTOCK :76-96 

.7 What types of animals do you own at present? 

Head I Cattle Goats Sheep Pigs Chickens J Rabbits Ducks 

1-5 12 (60%) 14(50%) 1 (50%) 19 (79%) 40 (32%) 8 (67%) 14 (63%) 

6-10 5 (25%) 7 (25%) 1 (50%) 3 (13%) 29(24%) 4 (33%) 3 (14%) 

11-15 3 (15%) 7 (25%) 2 (8%) 25 (20%) 5 (23%) 

> 15 30 (24%) 

TotaL 20 28 24 124 1222 

,138 respondents) 

Only one respondent owned 5 turkeys. 

The following numbers of cattle owners were registered in the different districts: 
Angonia 3 
Changara 2 
Chifunde 2 
Maravia 5 
Mutarara 0 
Tsangano 7 
Macanga 1 

The following numbers of goat owners were registered in the different districts: 
Angonia 7 
Changara 3 
Chifunde I 
Maravia 6 
Mutarara 0 
Tsingano 7 
Macanga 4 

Angonia, Changara, Maravia and Tsangano are areas which not only have a stronger cattle and goat production,but also are recovering better from the depletion caused by the war, because, as seen in Question 77, they are 
areas which had a strong cattle production before the war as well.
Most farmers own only small quantities of each type of animal, and the maximum number is relatively low.Chickens are the mo~t frequently kept animals, and the number of chicken farmers is in fact larger now thanbefore the war. This reflects the fact that thcy are the easiest to transport, and do not need a high investment 
to procure. The) are also readily available in the country. 
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77) What kind of animalN did you own before the war? 

Head Cattle Goats Sheep Pigs Chickens Rabbits Duck, 
1-5 

6-10 

11-15 

> 15 

22 (53%) 

9(22%) 

4(10%) 

6 (15%) 

42 (46%) 

19(21%) 

7 (8%) 

23 (25%) 

7(64%) 

1(9%) 

3(27%) 

33 (52%) 

22 (35%) 

3 (5 )c) 

S (8%) 

44 (42%) 

10(9%) 

10 9T) 

42 (4-0%r) 

1(25%) 

1 (25%) 

2 (50%) 

10 (45% 

3 (14%) 

1(5%) 

8(36%) 
Total 41 91 11 63 106 4 22 

(110 respondents) 

The following numbers of cattle owners 
Angonia 9 

were registered in the different districts: 

Changara 3 
Chifunde 2 
Mutarara 3 
Tsangano 16 
Macanga 2 
Maravia 6 

The following numbers of goat owners were registered in the different districts: 
Angonia 11 
Changara 10 
Chifunde 13 
Maravia 9 
Mutarara 12 
Tsangano 14 
Macanga 22 

No respondent owned turkeys. 

Twice as many people owned cattle before the war as do now, and three times as many people owned goats,
pigs and rabbits before the war. 

78) Ifyouarea new returnee, which animals did ou bring back wthyou? 

70 people answered this question. 

Only 11 people brought cattle with them, these being returnees to Angonia, Tsangano, Maravid and Chifunde.
These 
are all areas relatively close to the Malawian border. 7 people brought less than 6 head back with them.21 people brought goats with them, 17 of these brought less than 6 head back with them. 

No-one brought sheep back with them. 

people brought pigs back with them, of which 9 brought less than 6 pigs back with them. 

4 people brought rabbits back with them. 
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49 people brought chickens back with them. 35 (70%) of these brought back 1-5 chickens, 8 (16%) brought
back 6-10 chickens, and 6 (12%) brought back more than 10 chickens. 

4 people brought ducks back with them. 

Largely goats and chickens were brought back, as they are easier to transport. Cattle was brought back by those 
people who live close to the Malawian border: the cattle were brought back on foot. 

79) What are the most important animals in your region? 

190 persons answered this question. 

District Cattle Goats Pigs Ducks Total 
Interviewed 

Angonia 25 32 27 33 41 

Changara 11 15 15 10 19 

Chifunde 10 21 20 13 21 

Chiuta 0 0 0 10 10 

Maravia 13 15 16 10 16 

Mutarara 17 17 17 17 19 

Tsangano 36 33 14 14 41 

Macanga 8 33 29 23 41 

Total 120j 166 138 130 208 

Chickens were considered important by all 190 respondents (100%).

Turkeys Ncre only considered important by 3 people.

Goats were considered important by 78-100% of the respondents in each district, while cattle were considered

important by more than 50% of the respondents in each district, with an 
emphasis in Maravia, Mutarara and
Tsangano. At least 68% considered pigs as important in all districts except for Tsangano, where only 34%considered pigs important. Ducks were considered important mostly in Mutarara (89% of respondents), Angonia
(80%) and Maravia (621). More than half the respondents in Changara ard Macanga also considered ducks 
important. 

The importance of livestock is markedly dependent on the region, and is linked with traditions and conditions 
of each area. Chickens in small quantities are well accepted everywhere. Mutarara and Maravia are especially
strong livestock areas, followed by Angonia and Changara. 
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80) What do feed your animals? 

126 persons answered this question.
 
Of these, 28 people (22%) answered that they pasture their animals. 16 of these 28 were cattle owners, and 23
 

were goat owners. 120 (95%) said they feed cereals or cereal leftovers to their animals, amongst these are all
 
the chicken owners and all the pig owners. Only five people (4%) said they feed concentrate to their animals.
 
Most ruminants are left to pasture. Feeding concentrates is not yet a viable alternative for the peasant farmer.
 
Cereal waste is a common feed for chickens and pigs.
 

81) What are the major constraints in animal husbandry?
 

Of the 81 people that answered this question, 60 people (74%) answered that diseases are a major problem. A
 
lack of pasttre was lamented by 11 people (14%). Eight (10%) mentioned lack of water, and another 8
 
mentioned wijd animals. Only 5 people (6%) complained of lack of cattle to buy.
 
The majority of farmers (78% of 81) complaining of disease problems were chicken owners. It is like!y that
 
this reflects the fact that the veterinary department is as yet not equipped to combat the twice-yearly appearing
 
epidemic of Newcastle's Disease amongst the chicken population.
 
Amongst those lamenting lack of pasture, only one farmer actually owned cattle or goats, so this problem seems
 
to be seen as preventative more than limiting in husbandry.
 

82) How many animals died of diseases in 1993?
 

Cattle Goats I Sheep Pigs Chicken Rabbits J Ducks 

No. of 9 8 1 8 80 3 2 
farmers 

Average 1.4 2.1 2 3.3 10.32 2 2.5 
animals died 
per farmer 

(80 respondents) 

Here, acain, the problem of Newcastle's Disease amongst chicken is the supposed reason for the high proportion 
of farmers having lost chickens. 
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83) Is there a dip tank in this area? 

District Yes 

Angona 10 

Changara 0 

Chifunde 0 

Chiura 0 

Macanga 6 

Maravia I 

Mutarara 9 

Tsangano 14 

Total 40 

Of the 158 persons answering this question only 40 (25%) had a dip tank nearby.
Angonia and Tsangano have some functioning dip tanks, whereas Chifunde and Chiuta do not, and the partsof Changara district which were visited for the survey do not either. Interestingly enough, Mutarara, accordingto the Department of Agriculture, has no functioning dip tanks, but 9 respondents reported the contrary. 

84) Is thedip tank in your area in function? 

Of the 87 persons answering this question. 84 (97%) said no. 
This corresponds to data about existing tanks in Tete province. 

85j Do you need a dip tank in this area? 

Of the 93 persons answering this question. 75 (81 %)said yes.

The need for treating cattle is generally accepted (see also Question 86).
 

86) For which animals?
 

A dip tank was considered necessary for cattle by 100% of the 31 respondents.
 

87) Do you need help treating your animals against diseases?
 

Of the 106 persons answering this question, 94 (89%) said yes.
There is not much veterinary assistance available to date. 
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88) What is your objective in keeping animals? 

129 persons answered this question.
127 of these (98%) said they use the animals for food. 125 (97%) said they sell the animals. 50 (39%) said theyneed them for animal traction. 44 (34%) said they used the manure, 43 (33%) mentioned transport, and 24(.9%) said they use the animals to exchange merchandise.Animals are a source of food to those who have the opportunity to keep them. They are also a credit system

for the farmer: he will sell them when he needs cash.Further needs are in relation to the tradition of the area and education of the farmers. Extension work may wellhave a strong effect in increasing the use of animals. 

j9) Do you use animal traction? 

Of the 103 re,;pondents, 95 (92%) said they do not use animal traction at the moment.Very few p.ople are in the position to use animal traction at the moment. This is linked to a lack of instruments(see question 94), a lack of stock (see questions 76-77), and a lack of animal traction tradition (see question 91). 

2Q Did you use animal traction before the war? 

Of the 42 respondents, only 8 (19%) said that they had used animal traction before the war.It may be safe to assume that most of the people who did not answer this question did so because they also did
no( use animal traction. 

91) Does this area have an animal traction tradition? 

Of the 36 respondents, 21 (58 %)said their area had a tradition of animal traction. These respondents were from

Changara and Mutarara only.

Changara and Mutarara have traditionally been areas with a strong animal traction tradition. Though Angonia
also is an area of animal husbandry, the farmers contacted did not represent this group of farmers.
 

Would you like to use animal traction? 

Of the 39 respondents, 30 (76%) said they would like to use animal traction.
As in Questions 90, 91, and 93, the number of responses, affirmative or negative, compared to other questions
in the livestock part of the survey is rather low. This may be due to a lack of exposure to animal traction in
 
most cases.
 

93) Are therepeople who train animals for traction in this area? 

35 people in Changara and Mutarara responded. 19 (54%) said there are people who train animals in the area.
There are generally people in an area who have worked with animals before the war.
 

94) Do you have instruments foranimal traction?
 

90 persons answered this question. 6 people (7%) said they own a plough, and 84 people (93%) said they do
not. 5 said the),own an oxcart, while 85 said they do not.

It is still very difficult to purchase these instruments in Mozambique.
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95) Would 	you like to receive information about animal traction? 

Of the 35 respondents in Changara, Mutarara and Tsangano, 31 (89%) said they would like information about
 
animal traction.
 
The interest in animal traction is evident, though the conditions may not always favor it.
 

96) What type of agricultural project would help you in animal husbandry?
 

This question was not answered adequately with most of the 36 respondents merely asking for general assistance
 
from World Vision or the Department of Agriculture without being specific about what form that assistance
 
should take.
 

HORTICULTURAL CROPS : 97-100 

97) Did you have the opportunity of vlanting vegetables in the dry season? 

Of the 198 respondents, 147 (74%) said yes. 

The regional division of respondents is as follows: 

District 	 Opportunity for 2nd season No. of people
 
crops 
 interviewed 

Angonia 25 (61%) 41
 

Changara 11 (58%) 19
 

Chifunde 20 (95%) 21
 

Chiuta 9 (90%) 10
 

Macanga 22 (54%) 41
 

Maravia 13 (81%) 16
 

Mutarara 12 (63%) 19
 

Tsangano 35 (85%) 41
 

Total 147 
 208
 

In Chifunde, Chiuta, Maravia and Tsangano it seems that most of the farmers questioned had been able to find
 
irrigable land.
 
This is dependent on the availability of a river bed or low-lying land. In areas with a lesser proportion of
 
persons growing vegetables this is likely due to a shortage of irrigable land.
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In which month did you prepare the seedbed? 

131 persons responded to this question.

Of these, 2 (2%) prepared in January, 19 (15%) prepared in February, 48 (36%) prepared in March, 36 (27%)
prepared in April, 8 (6%) prepared in May, 
 14 (11%) prepared in June, and 4 (3%) prepared after June. 

March and April seem to be the main months for seedbed preparation, which means the seedlings would beready for transplanting immediately after the harvest of the rainy season crops. Those preparing in June areleaving the preparation of the seed beds till after the complete harvesting, processing and storing of the rainy 
season crops. 

99) Which are the vegetable crops you would like to plant? 

153 person answered this question.
The following vegetables were favored: 

Tomato 99% 
Onion 95% 
Kale 91% 
Chin.cabbage 87% 
Squash 78% 
Dry beans 76% 
Chillies 59% 
Carrot 53% 
Green beans 49% 
Sweet potato 48% 
Pimento 35% 
Maize 37% 

The most popular vegetables are onion and tomato, followed by kale and Chinese cabbage. These aretraditionally grown in many areas of Mozambique, and are readily consumed. They also sell well. 

Onion and tomatoes are popular everywhere. Kale is popular everywhere but less so in Angona and Macanga.
Chinese cabbage is most popular in Chifunde, Chiuta and Maravia. Carrots 
are most popular in Chifunde and
Mutarara. Squash was only cultivated in Changara and Mutarara. 

100) Of which crops did you not havecnough seeds? 

30 persons in Changa-ra and Mutarara answered this question.

Of these, the following number said that they did not have enough seed:
 

Onion 97%
 
Tomato 97%
 
Kale 93%
 
Chinese cabbage 87%
 
Squash 871
 
Chillies 
 73% 
Sweet potato 67% 
Carrot 63% 
Green beans 60% 
Dry beans 14% 
Pimento 10% 
Maize 10 C 
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Again, the crops most demanded were onion and tomato, with kale, Chinese cabbage and squash needed as well.

It is not certain whether the interviewees who did not respond to the question meant
 
that they are not lacking any seed.
 

WILDLIFE : 101-107
 

101) Do wild animals damage your crops?
 

Of 166 respondents, 78% suffered from damage.
 

With farmers coming back to areas 
which have been unoccupied for many years they are coming into conflict 
with wildlife. 

102) Which types of animals cause the most problem?
 

Various types of buck (75% 
 of 117 respondents), monkeys (79% of 87 respondents), wild pig (71% of 90
respondents) and rabbits (66% of 86 respondents) are tte worst culprits.

Only 2 persons replied that elephants were a problem.
 

103) How do youprotect your farm? 

Most people guard their crops (81 % of 88 respondents).

Others (56% o*f 80 respondents) use traps.

Only 20% of 45 respondents 
ever asked assistance from the Department of Agriculture.

Few admitted to using firearms (12% of 49 respondents).
 

104) Do theteams set up by the Department of Agriculture to combat problem animals ever helpyou toprotect 
you farm? 

Only 1person in Changara district and I in Mutarara (out of 34 respondents) had ever received help from these
 
teams.
 

Apparently most people attempt to deal with this problem themselves. 

105) Doesyour family eat meat from wild animals? 

Most respondents (78% out of 36) in Changara and Mutarara admitted to eating meat from wild animals. 

106) Where do you get the meat? 

Most respondents (85 % of 34) in Changara and Mutarara buy meat from others.
31 %of respondents (out of 35) were given meat by friends or family and only 1 % of respondents were actual 
hunters. 
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107) Have you or a member of your family seen these animals in the last 12 months? 

Elephant : -
Most respondents (60% of 156) had not seen an elephant but 22% had seen 1-10 and 19% more than 10 in the 
past y'ear. 
The districts with the most sightings were Macanga with 21, Tsangano with 17 and Chifunde with 13. 

Lions :-

Again most respondents (66% of 156) had not seen 
a lion in the past year but 23% had seen 1-10 and 11% 
more than 10. 
The districts with the most sightings were again Macanga with 25, Tsangano with 13 and Changara with 9. 

Buffalo : 
74% of respondents (out of 153) had not seen buffalo in the last year,

14% had seen 1-10 and 12% had seen more than 10.
 
The districts with the most sightings were once 
again Macanga with 16 and Tsangano with 13. 

Rhinoceros :
82% of respondents (out of 147) had not seen a rhinoceros in the last year but 7% said that they had seen 
 1-10
and 11 % said that the' had seen more than 10. 
The districts with the most sightings were Tsangano with 12 and Macanga with 8. 

Zebra :
72% respondents (out of 151) had not seen a zebra in the last year. 17% had seen 1-10 and 11% more than 10.The districts with the most sightings were Macanga with 20, Tsangano with 10 and Chifunde with 7. 

Leopard : 
56% of respondents (out of 155) had not seen a leopard in the past year. 28% had seen 
1-10 and 15% over 10.
The districts with the most sightings were Macanga with 29 and Tsangano with 16. 

Bush pig : 
60% (out of 153) had not seen a bush pig in the last year. 32% had seen 1-10 and 7% more than 10.
The districts with the most sightings were Macanga with 23, 
 Chifunde with 14 and Tsangano with 13. 

Sable antelope : 
63% (out of 153) had not seen a sable in the past year. 25% had 
seen 1-10 and 12% more than 10.

The districts with the inost sightings were Macanga with 25, Tsangano with 12 and Chifunde with 11.
 

Roan antelope : 
861%(out of 150) had not seen a roar in the past year. 9% had seen 1-10 and 5% more than 10.
 
The districts with the most sightings were Chifunde with 8 and Macanga with 6.
 

Waterbuck : 
85% (out of 144) had not seen a waterbuck in the past year. 13% had seen 1-10 and 1% more than 10.

The districts with the most sightings were Chifunde with 5, Angonia with 5 and Macanga with 4.
 

Kudu :
68% (out of 149) had not seen a kudu in the past year. 23% had seen 1-10 and 9% more than 10.
The districts with the most sightings were 
Chifunde with 14, Macanga with 14 and Changara 8. 

Hartebeeste :
80% (out of 147) had not seen a hartebeeste i' the past year. 16% had seen 1-10 and 3% more than 10.The districts with the most sightings were Chi:unde with 8, Macanga with 8 and Tsangano with 5. 
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Eland :
94% (out of 151) had not seen an eland in the past year. 3% had seen 1-10 and 3% more than 10.
The districts with the most sightings were Chifunde with 3, Macanga with 2, Tsangano with 2 and Maravia with 
2. 

Wildebeeste . 
96% (out of 146) had not seen an '.%,!Nebeestc :n the past year. 171 hai seen i-j0 and 3% more than 10. 
The districts with the most sightings were Macanga with 2 and Tsangano with 2. 

It is believed that there are not any wildebeeste in these areas at all so all responses are suspect. 

Impala :
67% (out of 158) had not seen an impala in the past year. 25 had seen 1-10 and 8% more than 10. 
The districts with the most sightings were Macanga with 17, and Chifunde with 12. 

These responses depended on the interviewees correctly identifying a picture of each animal.
It was found by the team that those who had not seen an animal presented in the picture often did not even know 
the name of that animal including such large species such as rhinoceros, buffalo and zebra. 

The above responses would point to the districts of Macanga, Tsangano and Chifunde being most heavily
populated by game. Most of the larger species where found there including elephant, lion, buffalo, leopard andsable. If a wildlife project were to be set up these would seem to be the most suitable areas. Maravia was not
adequately covered to get a significant response but is also thought to have a high game population. 

Both roan and eland were seldom identified and even impala were not as common as might be presumed. 

A surprisingly. high number of respondents (27) claimed to have seen rhinoceros but these claims should be 
further investigated before too much credence is placed on them. 

The fact that 44 % of all respondents had seen leopard in the past year and the fact that in only one district 
Chiuta had no-one seen one indicates that these animals are well established is this province. 
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-ROJECTO DE REABILITACAO AGRICOLA
 

/ 	 NUJMERO DE CONTROLE : 

2. DISTRITO 
3 	LOCALIDADE
 
4 NOME DE PEQUISADOR
 

I 	NOME DO ENTREVISTADO
 
6 	 LINGUA 
7 	SEX 
,f NUMERO DE PESSOAS NA FAMILIA
 
9 NUMERO DE ADULTOS MASCULINO 
lo NUMERO DE ADULTOS FEMININO 
/ NUERO DE ADOLESCENTES 
/zNUMERO DE CRIANCAS 
,3 	DATA DE CHEGADA 
,q 1A PREVISTA PARA A PARTIDA
 

ijQUANTAS MACHA.MBAS TE
 
i VAI AUT-ENTAR AS SUAS MACHAMBAS NA PROXIMA CAMPANKA
 
7 	QUAI: S SAO OS PROBLEMAS QUE LIMITAM A AREA QUE CULTIVA
 
TRABALHADORES
 
TEMPO
 
INSTRUMENTOS
 
SEMENTES
 
SAUDE
 
CHUVA
 
FALTA TERRA
 

V NUMERO DE PESSOAS QUE TRABALHAM NA SUA MACHAMBA 
NUMERO DE ADULTOS 
NUMERO DE ADOLESCENTES 
NUMERO DE CRIANCAS 

'9 	 QUANTAS PESSOAS DA SUA FAMILIA FAZEM OUTROS TRABALHOS FORA DA SUA MACHAMBA 
2c, VOCE NORMALMENTE EMPREGA TRABALHADCRES NA MACKAMBA
 

O' COSTUMvA TRABALFIAR EM CONJUNTO COM OUTRAS FAMILIASVCCE 
'.'E TROCA OS PRODUCTOS DA SUA MACHANBA POR OUTROS PRODUCTOS 

z3 QUAL SAO CS ?RODUCTOS QUE VCCE VENDE 
Y.OY-APIRA MEXOIERA FEIJAO V. F"EJAO NH 

FEIJAO-B. ANMENDOIM QUIABO ABOBORA - ARROZ NADA 
2t NOS ULTIMCS 3 A-NOS VOCE CCMPROU SE.ENTES -ABUlO 

-	RECEBEU UMA EMBALAGEM DA VISAO MUNDIAL
 
iA	COMO CRESCEM AS CULTURAS DA EMBALAGEM? 

BOM FRACO 
MIHLO MIHLO 
MAP IRA MAPIRA 
MEXOIERA MEXOEIRA 
FEIJAO V. FEIJAO V. 
FE:JAO NH FEIJAO NH 
FEIJAO B. FEIJAO B. 
AMENDOIM AMENDOIM 
QUiABO QUIABO 
ABOBORA ABOBORA 



A2OBRA2 	 JQUAIS FORAYM AS CULTURASQUE FALTOU-NA EMBALAGEM.?
 
MIHLO MAPIRA MEXOIERA FEIJAO V. FEIJAO NH
 
FEIJA- B. _ AMENDOIM QUIAIO) ABOBORA ARROZ 
 -


2-9 SEMEOU ALGUMAS SEMENTES LOCAIS
 
MiHLO_ MAPIRA, _ MEXOIERA- FEIJAO V. FEIJAO NH
 
FEIJAO B. AMENDOIM QUIABO ABOBORA ARROZ 30 ONDE CONSEGUIU AS SEMENTES LOCAIS?
 
TROCOU COMPROU GUARDOU RECEBEU DE OUTROS
 

2' QUAIS SEMENTES VOCE TROUXE DE FORA QUANDO VOLTOU?
 
MIHLO _ MAPIRA _ MEXOIERA FEIJAO V. FEIJAO NH
 
FEIJAC B. AMENDOIM QUITBO ABOBORA ARROZ
 

3z QUE SEMENTES VOCE PREFERE? EMBALAGEM LOCAL

33 PORQUE VOCE PREFERE AS SEMENTES DA EMBAJLAGEM?
 

MIHLO: -- CURTO CICLO _ 
 MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS
 
MAPIRA: 
-- CURTO CICLO _ MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS
 
MEXOIERA: --
 CURTO CICLO MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS 
 -


IJAO NHEMBA: -- CURTO CICLO 
 MIAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS 
 -

FEIJOA VULGAR: -- CURTO CICLO MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO 
RESISTE A PRAGAS -

AIMENDOIM: -- CURTO CICLO _ MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS
 

Jt PROQUE VOCE PREFERE AS SMENTES LOCAIS?
 
MIHLO: 
-- CURTO CICLO _ MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS - -

MAPIRA: -- CURTO CICLO _ 
 MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS
 
MEXOIERA: -- CURTO CICLO 
 MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS 
 -

FEIJAO NHEMBA: 
-- CURTO CICLO _ MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO 
RESIST2E A PRAGAS
 
FEIJOA VULGAR: -- CURTO CICLO _ 
 MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS
 
AMENDOIM: -- CURTO CICLO_ MAIOR PRODUCAO BOM GERMINATIVO
 
RESISTE A PRAGAS
 

.3 I 'E NOMALMENTE TROCA SEMENTES COM SEUS VIZINHOS OU AMIGOS
 
( QUAX1TOS QU:LOS DE SUA 
 PROPRIA SEMENTE TROCARIA POR 10 QUILOS DE SEMENTES DA 

EMBALALGEM 2S 15 !! i0 
37 QUAIS SAO AS CULTURAS BASICAS NESTA ZONA? 

MlLO IMAP:RA MEXOIERA FEIJAO V. FEIJAO NH 
FEIJAO B._ A7MENDOIM _ QUIABO ABOBORA ARROZ 

38 QUAIS SAC AS CULTURAS PRINCIPAIS USADAS EM COSORCYACAO COM O-MIHLO?
 
MAPIRA _ MEXOIERA FEIJAO V. FEIJAO NH
 
FEIJAO B. A MENDOfM QUIABO ABOBORA ARROZ
 

39 QUAIS SAO OS M-AIORES PROBLEMAS QUE VOCE TEM PARA CONSEQUIR BOA PRODUCAO?
 
POBREZA DO SOLO 
_ SECA GAFANHOTOS BROCA DOENCAS
 
ERVA DANINHIA MAO DE OBRA FALTA DE TERRA SACHA
 
FRACA GERYMNACAO RATOS 
 ANIMAIS SELVAGENS PASSAROS

40 QUAIS SAO OS MAIORES. PROBLEMAS QUE VOCE TEM PARA ARMAZENAR? 
RATOS HUMIDADE _ INSECTOS 

37
 



IL COSTU.MA DEIXAR L71A PARCELA DA SUA MAC.!-MBA EM POUSIO, ROTACAO? 
POUSIC _ ROTACAO SEMENTEIRA CONT:%1NUA DEI X? 

42 QUANTOS-A.NOS COSTMA POR 0 MIHLO NLUMA MACHAMBA? 
4 DEPOIS DE QUANTOS ANOS SENTE A PRODUCAO BAIXAR? 
WQUANTOS ANOS DEIXA EM POUSO UMA PARCELA DA SUA MACHAMBA? 
7'SE FAZ ROTACAO QUAL E A CULTURA QUE SEGUE 0 MIHLO? 

MAPIRA MEXOIEPA FEIJAO V. FEIJAO NH
 
FEIJAO B. AMENDOIM QUIABO ABOBORA ARROZ 

*7NA FAMILIA QUEM DECIDE QUJE CULTURA A SEMEAR E A ONDE? 
HOMEN MULHER 
MIHLO MIHLO 
MAPIRA MAPIRA 
MEXOIERPA MEXOEIRA 
FEIJAO V. FEIJAO V. 
FEIJAO NH FEIJAO NH
 
FEIJAO B. FEIJAO B.
 
AMENDOIM AMENDOIM
 
QUIABO QUIABO 

DBORA ABOBORA
 
ARROZ ARROZ 

0eONDE E QUE CONSEGUIU INSTRUMENTOS? 
TRCUCJOU COMPROU GUARDOU RECEBEU DE OUTROS RECEBEU DE WM 

4" SE E REGRESSADO, QUE NUMERO DE INSTRUMENTOS TROUXE? 
ENXADAS CATANAS MACHADOS FOICES 

r QTJE INSTRUMENTOS FALTAM PARA VOCE TRABALHAR NA MACHAMBA? 
ENXADAS CATANAS MACHADOS FOICES 

r'QUE AVORES DE FRUTAS EXISTEM NA VOSSA MACHAMBA? 
NIANGUE IRAS LARANGEIRAS PAPAI ERAS BANANEIRAS 
GOIABEIRAS TANGERINE IRAS NADA 
QUAL E 0 MAIOR PROBLEMA QUE VOCE TEM COM AVORES DE FRUTOS? 
FALTA DE PLANTAS DOENCAS PRAGAS 

j'j QYE AVORES GOSTERIA DE RECEBER?
 
MANGUE IRAS LARANGE I RAS PAPAI ERAS BANANE I RAS 
GOIABEIRAS TANGERINEIRAS NADA 

-4 ' FALTA DE LEN-HA 
" LEVA QUAINTAS :-ORAS POR DIA PAIRA COLHER LENHA 

.' ESrA -2NA -EX _0A MADERIRA PARA USAR 

ESTA ZONA TEM POTENTIAL DE PESCA
 

;? VOSSA FMr -. A LESCA 
.9 
 VOCE USA REDES ANZOIS ARMADILHAS 

FALTA VOS REDE ANZOIS 
t' TEM LOJAS AQUI QUE VENDEM REDES ANZOIS 

6Z QUE TIPO DE AJUDA PRECISA DA DDA?
 
SEMENTES INSTRUMENTOS AVISO INFORMACAO
 

U-QTJE TIPO DE INFORMACAO VOCE ?RECISA?
 
COMBATE DE PRAGAS DE PLANTAS COMBATE DE DOENCAS DE PLANTAS 
INFORMACAO SOBRE MANUTENCAO DE FERTILIDADE DOS SOLOS 

38
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VISAC NUDNE, A cREARIO REULO 
-QUAIS 
SAO AS 3-COISAS MAIS IMPORTANNTES QUE UM PROJECTO DE DESINVOLVIMENTO


' 	 AGRICCLA
1. 

PODP FAZER PA-RA AJTDAR V CE E rUA FA-M,:LA? 
2.
3. 

{QUAL A AREA QUE CULTIVOU NESTA CAMPA!NHA HECTARES 
QUAL FOI A DATA DA SEMENTEIRA?
 
MIHLO 
 MIHILO
 
MAPIRA MAPIRA 
MEXOIERA 
 MEXOEIRA
 
FEIJAO V. 
 FEIJAO V.
 
FEIJAO NH. 
 FEIJAO NH.
 
AMENDOIM 
 AMENDOIM


Pi 	QUANTAS SEMENTES VOCE USA EM CADA COVACHO? 
MIHLO -_ MAPIRA MEXOEIRA FEIJAO V. 
 FEIJAO NH.
FEIJAO B. AMEN-DO IM 

70 	 COMPASSO EN-TRE LINHAS? C-f-MS 
MIHLO
 

PIRA 
MEXOIERA 
FEITJAO V.
 
FEIJAO NH.
 
A.MENDOIM
 

7/	COMPASSO EN-RE PLANTAS? CMS
 
MIHLO
 
MAPIRA
M-FXOIE --

FEIJAO V.
 
FEIJAO INH-.
 
AMENDOIM
 

7Z 	EM QUAIS C'UTURAS FAZ DESBASTE? 
MIHLO
 
MAPIRA 
MEXOIERA

__ __3 


FEIJAO V. 
MIJ-I____ O __ MIN O _
 

FEIJAO NH.
 
AMEINDOIM 

72 NTAS PLANTAS FICAlM EM CADA COVACHO? 
MIHILO
 
M.A P IRA
 
MEXOIERA
 
FEI JAO V.
 
FEIJAO NH.
 
.MENDOIM
 

-7, 	 QUAL E A QUAjNTIDADE DE MIHLO QUE TEM AGORA? 
CELE IROS
 
SACOS 50KGF
 
SACOS 90KG
 

''MEDIDAS DOS--CELEIROS M
 
1. ALTURA DIAMETRO
2. ALTURA DIAMETRO VOLUME MVOLUME SQSQ M3. ALTURA DIAMETRO VOLUME SQ M 



~ov
OVINOO
 
?AP :NO
 

SUI NO
 
COELHO
 
GALINHA
 
PATO
 
PERU
 
NACA
 
QUE TIPO DE ANIMAIS POSSUIA ANTES DA GUERRA?
 
BCVINO
 
OV INO
 
CAPRINO
 
SUINO
 
COELHO
 
GALINHA
 
PATO
 
PERU
 
NADA
 

7e' SE E REGRESSADO, QUE ANIMAIS TROUXE? 
V'INO
 

OVINO
 
CAPR INC
 

CT" i TTO 

COELHO
 
GALINHA
 
PATO
 
PERU
 
NADA
 

71 	 QUAIS SAO OS ANIMAIS PREDOMINATES NESTA ZONA? 
BOVINO 
OVINO 
CAPRINO 
SUINO 
COELHO 
GALINHA 
PATO 
PERU 
NADA 

STIPO DE ALIMENTACAO TEM FORNECIDO AOS SEUS ANIMAIS? 
PASTC -ACAO CONCENTRADA CEREAIS
 
-QUA:SSAO CS PROBLEMIAS QUE ENFRENTA SUA CRIACAO?
 
FALTA DE GADO PARA COMPRAR FALTA DE PASTO 
 FALTA DE AGUA
 
:0ENCAS 
 ANIMAIS SELVAGEMS
 

' NO ANO DE 1993 QUANTOS ANIMALS MORRERAM DE DOENCAS? 
BOVINO
 

OVINO_
 
CAR INO 
SUINO
 
COELHO
 
GALINHA
 
PATO
 
PERU
 
NADA
 

4D
 



PRECISAM UM TANQUE C.RRACC..A NESTA ZONA?
fPAPA QUE ANNIMAIS?
 

-OVq- OVINO CAPRINO SUINO 
') PRECISAM DE AJUDA SOBRE 0 TRATEMENTO DOS ANIMATS? 
,'EQUAL 0 0OBJECTIVO DA CRIACAO DOS ANIMAIS? 
ALIMANTACAO TRACAO ANIMAL TRANSPORTE VENDA
 

FORNECIMENTO DE ESTRUME TROCA
 
!"VOCE USA TRACAO ANIMAL AGORA?
 , OANTES DE GUERRA VOCE TINHA TRACICAO DO USO DE TRACAO ANIMAL? 

il NESTA ZONA AS PESSOAS TEM TRADICAO DE USAR TRACAO ANIMAL? 
,LlVOCE GOSTARIA DE USAR TR-ACAO ANIMAL? 
, NESTA ZONA HA TREINADORES DE ANIMAIS? 
;; VOCE TEM INSTRUMENTOS CE TRACAO ANIMAL? CHARRUA CARROCA 
<"VOCE GOSTERIA DE RECEBER INFORMACOES SOBRE TRACAO ANIMAL? 
'; QUE TIPO DE PROJECTO AGRICOLA VAI AJUDAR VOCES COM A CRIACAO E 0 
USO DE TRACAO ANIMAL? 

' TEVE OPORTUNIDADE DE FAZE. LTMA HORTA NA SECUNDA EPOCA? 
QUE MES VOCE INICIA A PREPARACAO DO VIVEIRO? 

-)QUAIS AS CULTURAS QUE GOSTERIA DE PLANTAR? 
30LA CENOURA TOMATE COUVE MANTEIGA FIEJAO VERDE 

COUVE CHINA ABOBORA PIMENTO FIEJAO MANTEIGA 

MIHLO BATATA DOCE PIRI-PIRI 
.,.)QUAIS AS CULTURAS QUE VOCE TEM FALTA DE SEMENTES? 
CEBCLA CENOURA TOMATE COUVE MANTEIGA FIEJAO VERDE 
COUVE CHINA ABOBORA PIMENTO FIEJAO MANTEIGA 
MIHLO BATATA DOCE PIRI-PIRI _ 

A SUA MACHAMBA E INVADIDA 2OR ANIMAIS SELVAGEMS 
SQUAIS SAO OS ANIMAIS SELVAGEMS? 
JAVALI GAZELAS MACACOS ELEFANTES COELHOS 

-:3 SE INVA-DEM QUAIS AS MEDIDAS DE PROTECAO? 
ARMADILHAS CERCOS ARMAS GUARDAS PEDE AJUDA AO DDA 

,4AS EQUIPAS DE CACADORES CONTROLADAS PELA DDA AJUDA VOCE A COMBATER ESTES 
PROBLEMAS NAS MACHAMBAS? 

,/oA VOSSA FAMILIA COME CARNE DE ANIMAIS SELVAGEMS? 
, COMO VOCE CONSEGUE A CARNE?
 

E CACADOR COMPRA RECEBE DOS AMIGOS OU DA FAMILIA 

,o7ETEFANTE: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
LO: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 

BUFALO NAC VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
RINOCERONTE NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUJITO 
ZEBRA: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
LEOPARDO: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
JAVALI: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
PALA-PALA: NAO VI VI POUCO Vi MUITO 
ROAN: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
WATERBUCK: NAO VI V POUCO MUITO 
KUDU: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 

HATEBEESTE: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
ELAND: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
WILDEBEESTE NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 
IMPALA: NAO VI VI POUCO VI MUITO 

Ii _ 


